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Chapter 5

From Abstract to Concrete

In this chapter we illustrate various uses of translators and translations. Our main
technical tool will be the so called presentation of functors by operations and
equations. This will have various applications in our study of coalgebraic modal
logics. The main contributions of this chapter can be summarised as follows:

1. We introduce a new type of predicate liftings called the Moss liftings (Defi-
nition 5.1.12). Using these we define a new translation of the Moss Logic
into the language of predicate liftings (Proposition 5.1.21).

2. We prove two representation theorems that present any coalgebraic modal
logic (Definition 3.2.13) as a logic of predicate liftings (Theorems 5.2.2 and
5.2.17).

3. We develop a novel equational coalgebraic logic (Section 5.3) with a sound
and complete axiomatization for it.

5.1 Presentations of functors

As mentioned before (Section 2.3), equational algebraic theories and algebras for
a functor are tightly related. In particular, recall that algebraic signatures and
polynomial functors, over Set, are two faces of the same coin. To make this more
precise we will use the so called presentations of functors. Roughly speaking, a
presentation of a functor makes the algebraic operations and equations of the
functor explicit. We begin with the formal definition.

Definition 5.1.1. Let T : Set "# Set be a functor. A finitary presentation
of T is a polynomial functor % : Set "# Set together with a surjective natural
transformation E : % "# T . More explicitly, for each set X we have a surjective
function

%(X) =
,

n<$

%n &Xn EX"# T (X), (5.1)
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96 Chapter 5. From Abstract to Concrete

natural in X, where %n is the set of operations of n-ary operations of the asso-
ciated signature. Such a quotient is also called a presentation A%, EB of T by
operations and equations and the equations defining T are the kernel of EX

(for some countably infinite set of ‘variables’ X) (for more on set-functors and
their presentations see Adámek and Trnková [9]).

Here is a first example of presentations.

Example 5.1.2. The finite powerset functor Pow$ has the canonical presentation

,

n<$

Pow$(n)&Xn "# Pow$(X)

and the List-presentation

List(X) =
,

n<$

Xn "# Pow$(X).

The canonical presentation maps an element (p, a) $ Pow(n) & Xn to the set
{ai | i $ p}, i.e. restricts the list a to the components in the set p. The List-
presentation maps a list a : n "# X to {ai | i $ n}. In both cases, two elements,
in List(X) or in

-
Pow(n)&Xn, are identified i! they define the same subset of

X.

In the previous example, the term “canonical” is not arbitrary. Using the
Yoneda lemma we can show that every finitary functor (Definition 2.1.5) has a
finitary presentation.

Proposition 5.1.3. Every finitary functor T has a canonical presentation
(%T , E) where

%T (X) =
,

n<$

T (n)&Xn EX"""""# T (X).

The function EX maps a pair (p, a) $ T (n)&Xn to EX(p, a) = T (a)(p).

Proof. The Yoneda lemma ensures the assignation EX(p, a) = T (a)(p) to be
natural. In order to show that (%T , E) is a presentation of T , it is only left to
show that each EX is surjective. In order to show this we will use the fact that
T is a finitary functor (Definition 2.1.5). More precisely, recall that the action
of T can be described by T (X) =

'
{T (Y ) | Y ( X, |Y | < )}, see Definition

2.1.5 and Remark 2.1.7. Using this we can prove surjectivity of EX as follows:
since T is finitary, each t $ T (X) belongs to T (Yt) for some finite subset of X;
more precisely there is t$ $ T (Yt) such that T (i)(t$) = t, where i is the inclusion
map from Yt to X. Say that the cardinality of Yt is n; let f : n "# Yt be the
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associated bijection, and write p for T (f)#1(t$). It is now straightforward to check
that EX(p, if) = t, indeed

EX(p, if) = T (if)(p) (Def. E)

= T (i)T (f)T (f)#1(t$) (Def. p)

= T (i)(t$) (T (f)T (f)#1 = id because f is a bijection)

= t. (assumption)

In other words, each EX is surjective. This concludes the proof.

We highlight the previous construction.

Definition 5.1.4. Let T be a finitary functor. The canonical presentation of T
is given by (%T , E) where %T =

-
n<$ T (n) &Xn and EX maps a pair (p, a) $

T (n)&Xn to EX(p, a) = T (a)(p).

As it was shown in the case of the power set functor (Example 5.1.2), the
canonical presentation of a functor is not always the most “natural” one. However,
the canonical presentation is maximal among presentations in the sense that
it contains the operations of any other presentation. In the case of the power
set functor this can be seen because we can identify the list [x1, . . . xn] of the
List-presentation with ({1, . . . n}, [x1, . . . xn]) of the canonical presentation. This
being said, a more general observation is: Any presentation is a restriction of the
canonical presentation. The next lemma makes this precise.

Lemma 5.1.5. Let A%, EB be a presentation for a functor T . There are canonical
maps sn : %n "# T (n) such that for all p $ %n and all a : n "# X we have

EX(p, a) = T (a)(sn(p)).

In other words, the action of E reduces to that of the canonical presentation.

Proof. This is essentially an application of the Yoneda lemma. Notice that
each p $ %n corresponds to a natural transformation E(p,") : (")n "# T
and then by the Yoneda Lemma these natural transformations are in natural
bijection with the elements of T (n). We now make the computations explicit.
Consider En :

-
k<$ %k & nk "# T (n). For p $ %n, define sn : %n "# T (n) by

sn(p) = En(p, idn). Since EX is natural in X, for each a : n "# X the following
diagram

Xn T (X)!
EX(p,")

nn T (n)!En(p,")

"
a 4 "

"
T (a)

commutes. Hence we have EX(p, a) = T (a)(sn(p)), which proves the claim.
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The previous lemma can be rephrased as follows: given any presentation A%, EB
of T , we can identify each operation in %n with an operation in T (n), i.e. an
operation of the canonical presentation, in a canonical manner. We highlight this
property in the next definition

Definition 5.1.6. Let A%, EB be a presentation for a functor T . We say that
A%, EB is standard if for every n we have %n ( T (n) and for each (p, a) $ %n&Xn

we have EX(p, a) = T (a)(p).

Assumption: Because of the previous lemma from now on we assume all pre-
sentations to be standard. More explicitly, we always assume the n-ary operation
of a presentation are given by the image of sn : %n "# T (n).

We fix some terminology and notation before proceeding.

Definition 5.1.7. Given a presentation A%, EB we say that (p, a) represents
t $ T (X), or that (p, a) is a representant of t, if E(p, a) = t.

To emphasise the equational axiomatisation given by a presentation of T we
introduce the following notation.

Notation. Let A%, EB be a presentation for T and let (p, a), (q, b) $ %(X) =-
n<$ %n &Xn. We write p(a) for (p, a) and q(b) for (q, b), this to emphasise that

p and q can be seen as operators acting on lists.
We write CT for the equivalence relation induced by E. More explicitly,

p(a) CT q(b) i! EX(p, a) = EX(q, b) ( i.e. i! T (a)(p) = T (b)(q) ).

Note that CT depends on the given presentation of T , so in case of danger of
confusion we write C%",E& instead.

Here are some examples to get familiar with the terminology.

Example 5.1.8. 1. For T = 1 + Id, the identity

%(X) = 1 +X
EX=idX""""""""# 1 +X = T (X)

is itself a presentation of T ; in this case CId is equality.

2. For the functor T = 1 + Id the canonical presentation

%T (X) =
,

n<$

(1 + n)&Xn EX"""""# 1 +X = T (X)

maps a pair (p, a) $ (1 + n) & Xn to : $ 1 + X in case p $ 1 or to ap,
the evaluation of a in p, in case p $ n. The congruence relation is then
p(a) CT q(b) i! p = q = : or ap = bq.
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3. In the case of the canonical presentation for Pow the relation CT can be
described as follows: for a pair of elements (p, a) $ Pow(n) & Xn and
(p, q) $ Pow(m)&Xm we have p(a) CT q(b) i! {ai | i $ p} = {qj | j $ q}.

4. In the case of the List-presentation of Pow, the relation CList has the following
characterization: for a $ Xn and b $ Xm we have a CList b i! {ai | i $ n} =
{bj | j $ m}, i.e. a and b have the same image.

5. For T = BN the canonical presentation can be described as follows: a
pair (p, a) $ BN(n) & Xn is mapped to the bag b : X "# N mapping x
to

%
{i|ai=x} pi, where pi denotes the image of i under p : N "# X. The

relation CT can be described as follows: p(a) CT q(b) for p : n "# N, q : m
"# N i! there is a matrix (rij)1"i"n,1"j"m such that ai %= bj , rij = 0 and%

i rij = qj and
%

j rij = pi. For example, [3, 2](x, y) CT [2, 1, 1, 1](x, y, x, y).
Compare this with Example 3.3.6. The case of probability distributions is
similar.

The following application of Lemma 5.1.5 will be useful later.

Proposition 5.1.9. Let A%, EB be a (standard) presentation of T and assume the
following diagram commutes

n X!a

m

f
%
%
%%&

b
'
'
''*

If p $ %n and T f(p) $ %m then p(a) C%",E& T f(p)(b).

Proof. The proposition is immediate because presentations are assumed to be
standard. Hence %n ( T (n) and for each (p, a) $ %n &Xn we have EX(p, a) =
T (a)(p).

Two uses of presentations

We now illustrate two uses of presentations. The first one concerns relation lifting;
the second one concerns the relation between monads and varieties. First, we will
use presentations to “simplify” the calculation of relation liftings. This will be a
key technical tool in Section 5.3 and it is interesting in its own. Second, we use
presentations to clarify the relation between algebras for a functor, and algebraic
theories. This is very well know in the world of categorical algebra, see e.g. [8] for
a detailed account. We add it here as an illustration, for the sake of completeness,
and because the idea will be reused in our representation theorem in Section 5.2.

As said before, we can use presentations to compute relation liftings (Section
2.2); the idea is to “hide” the functor T . This is formalised in the following
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technical lemma, which is a key stone for the development of our equational
coalgebraic logic (Section 5.3).

Lemma 5.1.10. Let A%, EB be a presentation for a finitary endofunctor T on Set
and let R be a relation between X and Y. For every tx $ T (X) and ty $ T (Y ) the
following conditions are equivalent:

1. tx T (R) ty.

2. There exists k < ), r $ %k, a : k "# X, and b : k "# Y such that
EX(r, a) = tx, EY (r, b) = ty, and (+i $ k)(ai R bi).

More informally, we read the lemma as

tx T (R) ty i! tx CT r(a1, . . . ak) and ty CT r(b1, . . . bk) and (+i)(aiRbi) (5.2)

for some k-ary operation r.

Proof. The proof of the lemma follows from the following commutative diagram

T (X) T (R)#
T ("X)

%(X) %(R)#%("X)

"

EX

"

ER

T (Y )!
T ("Y )

%(Y )!%("Y )

" "

EY

(5.3)

taking into account that ER is surjective. The diagram commutes because E is a
natural transformation.

More explicitly, from the definition of relation lifting (Definition 2.2.7) we have
that txT (R)ty i! there exists t $ T (R) such that T ("X)(t) = tx and T ("Y )(t) = ty.
Since ER is surjective, there exists (r, c) $ %(R) such that ER(r, c) = t. Since
% is a polynomial functor, there exists k 6 ) such that (r, c) $ %k & Rk. These
are the k and r required in the statement of the lemma. The functions a and b
are obtained by composing k

c"# R 3# X & Y with the respective projections;
Notice that (+i $ k)(ai R bi) because c has codomain R. The commutativity of the
diagram says that EX(r, a) = tx and EY (r, b) = ty. This concludes the proof.

As we said before, depending on the functor T , relation liftings can be quite
complicated, see e.g. the case of distributions in Example 3.3.6. But for polynomial
functors relation lifting amounts to take the relation componentwise. The impor-
tance of Equation (5.2) is that it presents the relation lifting for T componentwise,
i.e. in the form of a relation lifting for a polynomial functor, modulo the equational
theory CT . In other words, Equation (5.2) “hides” T using the equational theory.
Polynomial functors can in fact be characterised as those functors which have a
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presentation such that C%",E& is equality.

We now move on to the second illustration. Presentations can be used to
extract equational theories from functors. More explicitly, for every finitary functor
T : Set "# Set the category Alg(T ) is a variety for an algebraic signature, hence
by Birkho!’s theorem, Alg(T ) is an equational class. An algebraic signature for
Alg(T ) is given by the canonical presentation of T . In general every presentation
A%, EB of T provides a signature for Alg(T ), namely the one given by %, see
Section 2.3. Now the natural transformation E induces a functor

" 4 E : Alg(T ) "# Alg(%).

Since E is surjective, " 4 E is an embedding; compare this with the translation
functor given by a one-step translation. It follows from the general properties
of algebras for a functor, Section 2.3, that Alg(T ) is closed under products,
homomorphic images and subalgebras i.e. it is a variety.

This exhibits algebras for a functor and equational theories that can be
axiomatized by rank 1 axioms as two sides of the same coin. The general picture
is given by monads.

Theorem 5.1.11. Varieties for finitary equational algebraic theories are, up
to concrete isomorphism, the categories of Eilenberg-Moore algebras (Definition
2.3.17) for finitary monads on Set.

Details can be found in [8]; the algebraic signature is obtained as described
above.

5.1.1 Moss Liftings

We have now arrived at one of the key applications of presentations of functors.
We will use presentations to produce predicate liftings which by construction will
be translatable into the Moss logic. In Section 5.3, we will use these predicate
liftings to develop an equational coalgebraic modal logic. In the next section
we will generalize presentations and use the techniques here to show that any
coalgebraic modal logic (Definition 3.2.13) can be translated into the language of
predicate liftings.

The idea is that given a presentation A%, EB we can use the natural transfor-
mation E to define predicate liftings; we call such predicate liftings Moss liftings.
The next definition makes this precise.

Definition 5.1.12. Let T be a weak-pullback preserving functor and let A%, EB
be a (standard) presentation of T$. Each p $ %n gives rise to an n-ary predicate
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lifting 0p as shown by the next diagram:

Pn T$P!EP(p,")

PT

0p

%
%
%
%%&

!'
'

'
'

''(
(5.4)

where !' is as defined in Definition 3.3.4.
We call a predicate lifting arising in this way a A%, EB-Moss lifting, or simply

a Moss lifting. By Lemma 5.1.5 the set of Moss liftings for a presentation A%, EB
can be identified with a subset of

-
n<$ T$(n). Notice that by construction

EP(p,") : Pn "# T$P is a translator for 0p.

The intuition behind Moss liftings can be described as follows: Recall, Section
3.3.1, that the rough idea of the Moss Logic is to use the functor T as a modality.
A presentation A%, EB of T decomposes T using an usual algebraic signature.
Hence the operations in % can also be interpreted as modalities, via T .

We now illustrate Moss liftings with some examples.

Example 5.1.13. 1. Let T = 1+ Id. In the case of the canonical presentation,
for each arity n there is a Moss lifting 0'

n, which indicates termination; this
lifting corresponds to the unique element of 1. All other Moss liftings of
arity n correspond to the elements of n. For p $ n, the Moss lifting 0p maps
a sequence # : n "# P(X) to the set #p. Using the identity presentation for
(1 + Id, id), we see that one constant and one unary predicate lifting su"ce
to describe T -coalgebras.

2. Let T = Pow. In the case of the canonical presentation, the Moss liftings of
arity n are associated with subsets of n. Let p be one of those subsets. The
Moss lifting 0p maps a sequence # : n "# PX to the set

0p(#) = {t $ PowX | (+x $ t)(-i $ p)(x $ #i) . (+i $ p)(-x $ t)(x $ #i)}

= {t $ PowX | t (
?

i!p

#i . (+i $ p)(t ) #i %= *)}.

Compare this with the usual definition of !' (Example 3.3.6).

3. Let T = Pow and let A%, EB be the List-presentation. For each arity n there
is only one Moss lifting which in this case we write [n]. The Moss lifting [n]
maps a sequence # : n "# PX to the set

[n](#) = {t $ PowX | t (
?

i!n

#i . (+i $ n)(t ) #i %= *)}
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4. Let T be the finite multiset functor. A Moss liftings of arity n for the
canonical presentation corresponds to a bag p : n "# N. The associated pred-
icate lifting maps # : n "# PX to a multiset over P(X) (Example 5.1.8(5))
followed by an application of !' (Example 3.3.6).

The next remark presents another perspective on Moss liftings.

Remark 5.1.14. Using the Yoneda Lemma Moss liftings can also be characterised
as follows: Consider the n component of !' and write 2n for P(n), i.e. consider
the function !'n : T (2n) "# 2T (n); this function curries into

s : T (n)& T (2n) "# 2.

Evaluating at p $ T (n) gives us the Moss lifting 0p. Using properties of adjoints,
Lemma A.1.2, we can actually show that s = ev 4 (idT (n),!'n) where ev : T (n)&
2T (n) "# 2 is the evaluation function.

We now fix some terminology concerning the logic of Moss liftings.

Definition 5.1.15. Let T be a weak-pullback preserving functor and let A%, EB be
a presentation of T$. The signature of A%, EB-Moss liftings is denoted by %E

T . The

associated coalgebraic modal logic (Definition 3.2.18) is denoted by (K%",E&
T , 1E).

The language of the logic (Remark 3.2.15) is denoted by K%",E&
T . We write KT and

(KT , 1E) if the presentation is clear from the context.

The next remark recalls di!erent descriptions for the functor KT .

Remark 5.1.16. Let T be a weak-pullback preserving functor and let A%, EB be
a presentation of T$. Notice that the signature of Moss liftings is literally %, hence
the functor KT is isomorphic to F%U (Definition 3.2.18). This functor can also
be described by KT = F (

-
n<$

-
"n

Un).

As said before, and made explicit in the definition, all Moss liftings have
translators. Consequently, they can be BA-translated into the Moss logic. However,
we can do better: Moss liftings are always translatable.

Proposition 5.1.17. Moss liftings for a (finitary) functor T , which preserves
weak-pullbacks, are totally translatable into Moss logic, i.e. for any category of
power set algebras A and every Moss lifting 0 there exists an A-logical translator
for 0.

Proof. Let A%, EB be a presentation of T$. For p $ %n let 0p be the corresponding
Moss lifting. Given a category of power set algebras A we want to find an A-
logical translator for 0p. By definition the natural transformation E(p,") : Idn

"# T is a Set-logical translator for 0p, extending EP(p,") (Definition 4.3.2). We
can also restrict E(p,") with any functor U : A "# Set and obtain a natural
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transformation EU(p,") : U "# T U ; this exhibit an A-logical translator for 0p

for any category A with powerset algebras because UP = P .
The argument also works backwards, i.e. if an n-ary predicate lifting 0 has

an A-logical translator for any category of powerset algebras it is a Moss lifting,
because it should then have a Set-logical translator; by definition, such logical
translator is given by a natural transformation (")n "# T . By Yoneda lemma
this natural transformation correspond to an element of T (n), say p. Therefore
0 = 0p, i.e. it is a Moss lifting for the canonical presentation of T .

In summary, Moss liftings are the only predicate liftings that can be translated
independently of the underlying propositional logic. For this reason they may be
called totally-translatable.

Corollary 5.1.18. Let T be a finitary weak-pullback preserving functor. The
Moss liftings for T are precisely those predicate liftings that have a Set-logical
translator.

Proposition 4.3.6 implies that there is a one step translation from the logic of
Moss Liftings into the Moss logic.

Corollary 5.1.19. Let A be a category of power set algebras. Let A%, EB be a
presentation for T . Let (KT , 1E) be the logic of Moss liftings and let (M,/) be
the Moss logic, both over A.

There is a one step translation .̄ : (KT , 1E) "# (M,/). More concretely
.̄ = F (EU), where U : A "# Set is the forgetful functor and F is its left adjoint.

An important property of Moss liftings is that they are monotone. The next
proposition makes this precise.

Proposition 5.1.20. Every Moss lifting 0p : Pn "# PT is monotone. This means
that given sequences of sets #,* : n "# PX, if (+i)(#i ( *i) then 0p(#) ( 0p(*).

Proof. Let E(p,") be the translator of 0p. Using Lemma 5.1.10 we see that
(+i)(#i ( *i) implies EP(p,#) T (()EP(p,*). Using one more time Lemma 5.1.10
we can see this “inclusion” is equivalent to say that for every t $ T P(X)

if tT ($X)EP(p,#) then tT ($X)EP(p,*).

By definition of !' we have tT ($X)EP(p,#) i! t $ !'EP(p,#). Hence from the line
above we conclude: if t $ !'EP(p,#) then t $ !'EP(p,*) this means 0p(#) ( 0p(*)
as we wanted to show.

One more property of the logic (KT , 1E) is that Moss logic can be translated
into it. Moreover, there is a translation in the sense of Definition 2.4.1.

Proposition 5.1.21 ([80]). For every formula in MT there exists an equivalent
formula in KT . More explicitly, for every # $ MT there exists * $ KT such that
[[#]]MT

! = [[*]]KT
! for every coalgebra !.
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The previous proposition is a particular instance of Theorem 5.2.17.
These two propositions have the following important corollary.

Corollary 5.1.22. For every finitary weak pullback preserving functor T there
exists a set $ of monotone predicate liftings such that the logic (L#, 1#) has the
Hennessy-Milner property. The set $ is that of Moss liftings for T .

Proof. Since T preserves weak pullbacks we can define Moss logic. Since T
is finitary we can define Moss liftings for a presentation, e.g. the canonical
presentation. Proposition 5.1.21 implies that the language of Moss liftings is as
expressive as Moss’s language. Since the Moss logic has the Hennessy-Milner
property [84] so does KT . From Proposition 5.1.20 we know that all Moss liftings
are monotone.

Remark 5.1.23. Finding a monotone set of predicate liftings is important in
coalgebraic modal logic, as it opens the possibility of adding fixpoint operators. The
previous proposition solves this problem in the case of weak-pullback preserving
functors. As far as we know, the general problem for non-weak pullback preserving
functors is still open.

5.2 Concrete logics from abstract logics

In this section we will show how to obtain a logic of predicate liftings from any
coalgebraic modal logic (Definition 3.2.13). The idea is to generalise the concept
of a presentation (Definition 5.1.1) to functors L : A "# A, over a category of
algebras. This idea was developed in [22, 76]. Our contribution in this section is
to use these ideas to translate coalgebraic modal logics into the logic of predicate
liftings. More concretely, we prove two representation theorems (Theorem 5.2.2
and Theorem 5.2.17). Theorem 5.2.2 shows that every coalgebraic modal logic can
be translated into the logic of all predicate liftings. Theorem 5.2.17 elaborates on
this by showing that in fact every coalgebraic modal logic is a rank 1 axiomatization
of a logic of predicate liftings. To the best of our knowledge these theorems have
not appeared explicitly anywhere in the literature, with the sole exception of our
work in [74]. The technicalities in this section require fitness in category theory.

5.2.1 The first representation Theorem

In this section we prove our first representation theorem which states that every
coalgebraic modal logic can be translated into a logic of predicate liftings. We
first prove a lemma concerning categories of powerset algebras.

Lemma 5.2.1. Let A be a category of power set algebras; let U : A "# Set be the
forgetful functor and let F be its left adjoint. Let S : A "# Setop be the left adjoint
of P : Setop "# A (Proposition 3.2.24), i.e. S(A) = A(A,P (1).

For every finite set n we have SF (n) = P(n).
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Proof. The statement can be proved by a direct computation.

SF (n) = A(F (n), P (1)) (Definition S)

= Set(n, UP (1)) (F D U)

= Set(n,P(1)) (P = UP )

= P(n). (P(1) = 2)

Before stating and proving the first representation theorem we recall the
definition of the logic (LT , 1T ) (Definition 3.3.13) and make some observations
that will be needed in the argument.

The functor LT : A "# A is defined on finitely generated free algebras by
LT (F (n)) = PT P(n) and extended to arbitrary A $ A via colimits (Definition
2.3.12). In the light of the previous lemma we have

LT F (n) = PT SF (n). (5.5)

The semantics (1T )X : LT P (X) "# PT (X) is the unique arrow making the
following diagram

LT F (ni) PT P(ni)!
id

LT P (X) PT (X)!(1T )X

$
LT (ci)

$
PT (9ci)

(5.6)

commute for each i : ni "# UP (X); where 9ci : P(n) "# X is the P-transpose of i
and ci : F (ni) "# X is the F -transpose of i. On the light of the previous lemma
we have

9ci = S(ci) 4 -X (5.7)

where -X : X "# SP (X) is the counit of the adjunction. More formally we really
have 9c = -X •S(c) where • is the composition in Setop. Moreover notice that from
Lemma A.1.2, item 4, we have ci = P (9ci) 4 ,F (n).

We can now state and prove the first representation theorem.

Theorem 5.2.2. For any coalgebraic modal logic (L, 1) for a functor T , over a
category of power set algebras A, there is a one-step translation

. : (L, 1) "# (LT , 1T )

where (LT , 1T ) is the logic of all predicate liftings for T (Definition 3.3.13).
In other words, every coalgebraic modal logic can be translated into a logic of

predicate liftings.
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Proof. We want to define a one-step translation . : (L, 1) "# (LT , 1T ). Since L
and LT are determined by finitely presented algebras (Definition 2.3.12), we first
define a natural transformation . $ : LF (n) "# LT F (n) and then extend . $ to a
natural transformation . : L "# LT , see Proposition 2.3.14.

We now explain how to define . $. The underlying idea is to use the adjunction
S D P and 1. Consider the following transpose

L
L(*)""""""# LPS

(S"""""# PT S, (5.8)

where , : IdA "# PS is the unit of the adjunction. Precomposing this natural
transformation with F and using the observation in Equation (5.5) we obtain . $

as follows

LF (n)
,$=(SF (n))L(*F (n))"""""""""""""""# PTSF (n) = LTF (n)

As said before, since both L and LT are determined by their action on finitely
generated free algebras, we can extend . $ to a natural transformation . : L "# LT

which is in fact a one-step translation.
We now show that . is a one-step translation, i.e we argue 1 = .P 4 1T . For

this purpose, consider a morphism ci : F (ni) "# P (X) and the following diagram

LF (ni) LT F (ni)!
. $

LP (X) LT P (X)!
.P (X)

$
L(ci)

$
LT (ci)

PT P(ni)!
id

PT (X)!1T

$
PT (9ci)

where 9ci = S(ci) 4 -X . By definition, .P (X) is the only arrow that makes the
rectangle on the left commute for every ci : F (ni) "# P (X); also by definition 1T
is the only arrow that makes the rectangle on the right commute. Therefore, by
the universal property of colimits, their composition is the only arrow that makes
the outer rectangle commute for every ci (Proposition 2.3.14). Hence to prove
1 = 1T 4 .P it is enough to prove that 1 also makes the outer rectangle commute
for every ci, i.e. 1 4 L(ci) = PT (9ci) 4 . $. We now show that this is the case.

PT (9ci) 4 . $ = PT (9ci) 4 1SF (n) 4 L(,F (n)) (Def. . $)

= 1X 4 LP (9ci) 4 L(,F (n)) (naturality of 1)

= 1X 4 L
)
P (9ci) 4 ,F (n)

*
(L is a functor)

= 1X 4 L(ci) (observation after eq. 5.7)

From here, by the universal property of coproducts, we conclude 1 = 1T 4 .P . This
means that . is a one-step translation. This concludes the proof.

Here is an illustration using the Moss logic for Kripke frames.
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Example 5.2.3. Let T = Pow and let (M,/) be the Moss logic over BA. By
definition, in the particular case of Moss logic the natural transformation in
Equation (5.8) is given by the following composite

FT$U
FT$U(*)""""""""# FT$UPS

*S"""""# PT S.

To the describe this natural transformation it is enough to describe its transpose
which is given by

T$U
T$U(*)"""""""# T$UPS

!'S"""""# UPT S,

where !'S is as described in Definition 3.3.4, the transpose of /. Computing this
last composite in the case T = Pow, we see that, for a boolean algebra (A,$), an
element # $ PowU(A,$) is mapped to

{' ( PowS(A,$) | (+a $ #)(-u $ ')(a $ u) and (+u $ ')(-a $ #)(a $ u)}.

The natural transformation . $ : MTF (n) "# LT F (n) is obtained by evaluating
this last equation on finitely genrated free algebras. Since the base category is
BA we have F (n) = PP(n). Hence we have . $

F (n) = !'PP(n). In other words, the
one-step translation

. : (M,/) "# (LPow, 1Pow)

from the previous theorem, which is obtained by extending . $
F (n) = !'PP(n) via

colimits (Proposition 2.3.14), induces the usual translation tr(/#) = !;
# .<"#.

5.2.2 Presentations of functors on categories of algebras

We will now illustrate how to generalize presentations for set functors (Definition
5.1.1) to functors on categories of algebras. We will use this to generalize Moss
Liftings and then prove our second representation Theorem 5.2.17, which roughly
says that every coalgebraic modal logic is a rank one axiomatization of a logic of
predicate liftings.

The canonical signature

We begin by showing how the idea of the canonical presentation (Definition 5.1.3)
can be generalized to a category of algebras. Recall that for a functor T : Set
"# Set, in the canonical presentation we use the elements in T (n) as operations
to present the functor T . The first step to present a functor L : A "# A is to find
a suitable set of operations; the idea is not to take the n-ary operations from the
set ULF (n). The next proposition makes this idea precise.
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Proposition 5.2.4. Let L be an endofunctor over an algebraic category A; we
write U for the forgetful functor and F for its left adjoint. For each set n, the
natural transformations Un "# UL are in natural bijection with the elements of
the set ULF (n).

Proof. The proof is a direct computation.

Nat(Un, UL) '= Nat
@
Set(n, U), UL

A
, (Xn = Set(n,X))

'= Nat
@
A(F (n),"), UL

A
(F D U),

'= ULF (n). (Yoneda).

More explicitly, given p $ ULF (n) we define a natural transformation Y (p) : Un

"# UL as follows: A function a : n "# U(A) is mapped to UL(9a)(p), where
9a : F (n) "# A is the transpose of a.

Note that because F D U the elements of ULF (n) are also in natural bijection
with the natural transformations FUn "# L.

The previous proposition can also be stated by saying that there is natural
transformation

E :
,

n<$

(ULF (n)& Un) "# UL. (5.9)

Using E, we can “decompose” a coalgebraic modal logic (L, 1) into predicate
liftings using the same idea of Moss liftings. More explicitly, each p $ ULF (n)
defines a n-ary predicate lifting 0p = U(1) 4 EP (p,") as shown in the following
diagram

(UP )n ULP!EP (p,")

UPT

0p

%
%
%
%%&

U(1)
'

'
'

''(
(5.10)

Compare this with Diagram (5.4) for Moss liftings. These predicate liftings induce
what we call the canonical signature of the coalgebraic modal logic. The next
definition makes this precise.

Definition 5.2.5. Let (L, 1) be a coalgebraic modal logic, over a category of
power set algebras A, for a functor T . The canonical signature over A of (L, 1),
written %(, is given by

%( =
,

n<$

ULF (n)& (")n.

Each p $ ULF (n) corresponds to the predicate lifting 0p : Pn "# PT given by
0p = U(1) 4 EP(p,"), where E is as in Equation (5.9).
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Notice that the canonical signature will, in principle, add several new operations
to a given signature. The following example describes the canonical signature for
the Moss logic and for the logic given by a single predicate lifting.

Example 5.2.6. Let T be a set functor, and let A be a category of power set
algebras.

1. Let (MT ,/) be Moss logic for T over A. The canonical signature, over
A, for the Moss logic contains all predicate liftings that have an A-logical
translator (Definition 4.3.2). Indeed if + : Un "# T$U is an A translator
for 0, by applying F to + we obtain a natural transformation F (+) : FUn

"# MT which by Proposition 5.2.4 corresponds to an element of UMT F (n).
This presents 0 as a predicate lifting in the canonical signature of (MT ,/).

2. Let 0 : Pn "# PT be a predicate lifting for T . An m-ary predicate lifting %
in the canonical signature over A of (L̄', 1̄') can be expressed by a formula
of the form !%# = !'tr(#), where tr(#) is a formula in the signature of A.
Compare this with the definition of translator and logical translator.

Presentation of functors

This section is devoted to fine-tune the framework for a general result (Theorem
5.2.17) which says that every coalgebraic logic is a rank-1 axiomatization of a
logic of predicate liftings, namely the one given by its canonical signature. The
technical work on presentations is taken from [76]. Our contribution is to use
this to define translations (Theorem, 5.2.17, Corollary 5.2.19). We begin with the
definition of presentation by operations and equations.

Definition 5.2.7 ([22]). Let A be a finitary algebraic category; we write U for
the forgetful functor and F for its left adjoint.

A finitary presentation by operations and equations, over A, or just presentation
for short, is a pair (%, E) where % : Set "# Set is a polynomial functor and E is a
family of sets (En)n"$, where En ( UF%UF (n)& UF%UF (n). The elements of
En are called equations (on n variables).

We now explain in more detail the equations in Definition 5.2.7 to illustrate
the concept of a presentation. Our aim is to explain that the equations above are
rank-1 equations. For simplicity let us assume A is the category of algebras for
an algebraic signature. The equations on n variables are given by a subset

En ( UF%UF (n)& UF%UF (n).

Let us see how a generic element of UF%UF (n) looks like. An element of UF (n)
is a term t(x1, . . . , xn) on n variables in the algebraic signature of A, e.g. x1 . x2

in case n = 2. An element in %UF (n) is a pair given by a modal operator !j and
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a term on n variables; we can then think of it as !jt(x1, . . . , xn), e.g. !j(x1 . x2).
Now an element in UF%UF (n) is a a term, in the signature of A, of those, e.g.
!j(x1) .!i(x2) or !j(x1 . x2). Finally an element of En is a pair of those modal
terms, i.e. an equation like !j(x1) .!i(x2) = !j(x1 . x2).

Every presentation presents a functor on A.

Definition 5.2.8. Let A be a finitary algebraic category; we write U for the
forgetful functor and F for its left adjoint. Let (%, E) be a finitary presentation
by operations and equations, over A.

For an algebra (A,$), consider the following family:

!9"1
!

9"2

F (Env) F%UF (nv) F%U(A,$)!F%U(v) (5.11)

where v ranges over valuations of variables v : F (nv) "# (A,$).
Write q- : F%U(A,$) "# L(A,$) for the joint coequalizer of such family. The

assignation which maps (A,$) to L(A,$) is called the functor presented by (%, E).

Before showing that L actually defines a functor we explain the construction.
By definition the set En is a subset of UF%UF (n)& UF%UF (n), i.e. it is a set
of rank-1 equations on n varibales. By taking the transpose of the projections we
generate a subalgebra of F%UF (n)& F%UF (n). This is equivalent to say that
by taking the transpose of the projections we generate a congruence F (En) on
F%UF (n). From here, given a valuation v : F (n) "# (A,$) what the composition
in Equation 5.11 does is to evaluate the equations in the congruence F (En) on
(A,$); taking a coequalizer forces those (evaluated) equations to hold. The family
in previous proposition corresponds to all possible valuations on (A,$) of all
equation on E. By taking the joint coequalizer we force all of these equations to
hold.

Proposition 5.2.9. Let A be a finitary algebraic category; we write U for the
forgetful functor and F for its left adjoint. Let (%, E) be a finitary presentation
by operations and equations, over A.

The assignation L in the previous Definition is a functor L : A "# A.
Moreover, the arrows q- : F%U(A,$) "# L(A,$) form a natural transforma-

tion.

Proof. The definition of L : A "# A on objects is clear. We explain its action in
arrows.

The functor L maps an arrow f : (A,$) "# (B, ') to the unique map, given
by the universal property of colimits, such that L(f) 4 q- = q. 4F%U(f). In other
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words, L(f) is the only arrow that makes the following diagram

F%U(B, ') L(B, ')!
q.

F%U(A,$) L(A,$)!q-

"
F%U(f)

"
L(f)

commute. We now argue that this definition is correct, i.e. that such arrow does
indeed exist. By the universal property of coequalizers this will follow once we
show that q. 4F%U(f) coequalises F%U(v)4 9"1 and F%U(v)4 9"2 for each cardinal
n and each v : F (n) "# (A,$). In order to see this, notice that for each morphism
f : (A,$) "# (B, ') the composition f 4 v : F (n) "# (B, ') is itself a valuation of
variables into (B, '). Therefore the equation

q. 4 F%U(fv) 4 9"1 = q. 4 F%U(fv) 4 9"2.

is part of the definition of q.. Hence q. 4 F%U(f) coequalises F%U(v) 4 9"1 and
F%U(v) 4 9"2 and then by the universal property, of colimits, L(f) : L(A,$)
"# L(B, '), as in the the diagram above, exists. It is routine to check that this
assignation preserves identities and composition. By construction the arrows
q- : F%U(A,$) "# L(A,$) form a natural transformation.

We now fix some terminology with respect to presented functors.

Definition 5.2.10. Let A be a finitary algebraic category. Let (%, E) be a
presentation by operations and equations. Let L : A "# A be the functor in
Proposition 5.2.9.

We say that a functor L$ : A "# A is presented by (%, E) if L$ '= L. In such
case we say that (%, E) is a presentation of L$.

The next examples illustrate the construction in previous proposition.

Example 5.2.11. Recall examples 3.2.9 and 3.2.17 in Section 3.2.1.

1. In Example 3.2.9 we have E2 = {
)
!(x1) . !(x2),!(x1 . x2)

*
}, E0 =

{(!1,1)}, and En = * for any other n.

2. In Example 3.2.17 E0 = {(!1,1), (";,;)}, E2 = {
)
!(x1).!(x2),!(x1 .

x2)
*
,
)
"(x1)0"(x2),"(x10x2)

*
,
)
!(x1)."(x2),"(x1.x2).!(x1)."(x2)

*
,
)
!(x1)0

"(x2),!(x1 0 x2) . (!(x1) 0 "(x2))
*
}, and En = * for any other n.

3. In the case of BA, if we add E1 = {(!(x1),¬"(¬x1))} to the previous item,
we obtain the classical presentation of modal logic.

The similarities in the notation of the above definition and that for presentations
of functors is not an accident. The next example illustrates this.
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Example 5.2.12. Every presentation A%, EB for T induces a presentation for
MT , the functor for the Moss logic. Indeed, given a presentation E : % "# T we
already have the functor %. The equations on n-variables are then given by the
kernel of F (EUF (n))), i.e. the action of E on the free algebra generated by n.

For our purposes, the key result from [76] sates that Equation (5.9) is a
presentation. The next definition and proposition make this precise.

Definition 5.2.13. Let A be a finitary variety. Let L : A "# A be a (finitary)
functor. Let

E :
,

n<$

(ULF (n)& Un) "# UL

be the natural transformation in Equation (5.9).
The canonical presentation (%, E $) of L is defined as follows: The functor % is

given by
-

n<$ ULF (n)& (")n and for each m the equations on m variables are

given by E $
m = ker

@
U( 9EF (m))

A
.

We detail the equations of the canonical presentation a bit more. Write
% = ULF (n)& (")n. With this notation we have EF (m) : %UF (m) "# ULF (m);

its transpose is then given by 9EF (m) : F%UF (m) "# LF (m). Thus the kernel of

U( 9EF (m)) really gives a set of equations as required in Definition 5.2.7.
The key result from [76] can be now states as follows;

Proposition 5.2.14 ([76]). Let A be a finitary variety. Every finitary functor
L : A "# A is presented by its canonical presentation.

The main characterization theorem in [76] states that a functor on a finitary
variety has a finitary presentation i! it preserves sifted colimits. An important
result in [22] is that we can obtain a presentation of Alg(L), over Set or the base
category, by combining a presentation of L and a presentation of A.

We finish by fixing some terminology.

Definition 5.2.15. Let (L, 1) be a coalgebraic modal logic for a functor T , over
a (finitary) category of power set algebras A. Let A%, EB be a presentation of L.

The modal signature induced by A%, EB is given by the following set of predicate
liftings: For each p $ %n take the predicate lifting given by the following composite

UP n ULP!9qP (p,")

UPT

%
%
%%&

U(1)
'

'
''(

where 9q is the transpose of the natural transformation q : F%U "# L in Proposition
5.2.9.

Notice that the coalgebraic modal logic associated with the signature above is
given by (F%U, 1 4 qP ).
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Soundness and completeness

We now have all the material to explain soundness and completeness. One of the
key advantages of the functorial approach is that phenomena as soundness and
completeness correspond to properties of 1. We now elaborate on this.

Let %# be a modal signature for T , let A be a category of power set algebras.
Every set Ax of rank-1 axioms, on the signature %# + %A induces a presentation
by operations and equations (Definition 5.2.7).

The presented functor L : A "# A (Proposition 5.2.9) maps an algebra A to
F%#U(A) quotiented by the axioms in Ax. Given formulas #,* $ L# we write
Ax E # = * to indicate that the pair (#,*) belongs to the congruence generated
by Ax.

The existence of a natural transformation 1 : LP "# PT correspond to
soundness of the axioms in Ax. This follows from the definition of L because any
1 must make the following diagram

L̄#P LP!qP

PT

1̄

%
%
%
%%&

1
'

'
'

''(

commute, where q : L̄# "# L is the quotient map in Definition 5.2.9 and 1̄ is the
natural transformation in Equation (3.2), page 41. Hence if # = * is an axiom in
Ax, the formulas # and * will be identified in the initial L-algebra hence for any
coalgebra (X, !) we have

[[#]](̄! = [[[#]]](! = [[[*]]](! = [[*]](̄!

where [#] and [*] denote the equivalence classes modulo Ax. More general, for
every pair of formulas #,* $ L# if Ax E # = * the equation above also holds.

It was shown in [68] that completeness correspond to the injectivity of 1.

Proposition 5.2.16 ([68]). Let $, L, and Ax as above. If 1 : LP "# PT is
injective then Ax is sound and complete. More explicitly for every pair of formulas
#,* $ L# then

Ax E # = * i! for every coalgebra (X, !) we have [[#]]! = [[*]]/

5.2.3 The second representation Theorem

Using presentations of functors on varieties we can now show that every coalgebraic
modal logic is a rank-1 axiomatization of a logic of predicate liftings.
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Theorem 5.2.17. Let (L, 1) be a coalgebraic logic over a category of power set
algebras A. Every presentation (%, E) of L presents (L, 1) as a rank-1 axiomati-
zation of the modal signature induced by (%, E) (Definition 5.2.15).

Proof. Let (%, E) be a presentation of L. Without loss of generality, we can
assume L to be the joint coequalizer described in Proposition 5.2.9. As mentioned
after Definition 5.2.15 the coalgebraic modal logic associated with the presentation
(%, E) is given by (F%U, 1 4 qP ), where q : F%U "# L is the quotient (natural
transformation) as in Proposition 5.2.9. We want to show that (L, 1) is a rank-1
axiomatization of this logic.

Clearly q : (F%U, 1 4 qP ) "# (L, 1) is a one-step translation. Therefore, as
discussed after Definition 4.1.1, see page 67, q induces a functor

" 4 q : Alg(L) "# Alg(F%U),

and this functor induces a function f : I1 "# I2, where I1 is the carrier of the
initial F%L algebra and I2 is the carrier of the initial L-algebra, such that the
following diagram

I1 I2!
f

P (X)

[["]](qP!
'
'
''*

[["]](!
%

%
%%)

(5.12)

commutes for each coalgebra !.
The functor " 4 q is an embedding. This functor is clearly faithful. It is

only left to show that it is injective on objects; this follows because each of the
components of q is a coequaliser then each component is an epimorphism.

This presents Alg(L) as a variety inside Alg(F%U). Therefore, the initial
L-algebra is a quotient of the initial F%U -algebra.

This presents (L, 1) as an axiomatization of (F%U, 1qP ) where the axioms are
given by the kernel of q. Since the axioms given by the kernel of q are all rank-1,
by definition, this presents (L, 1) as a rank -1 axiomatization of (F%U, 1qP ) as we
wanted to show.

Compare the previous argument with the argument before Theorem 5.1.11.

Corollary 5.2.18. Every coalgebraic modal logic (L, 1) is a rank 1 axiomatization
of the logic given by its canonical signature.

The previous theorem together with Example 5.2.12 shows yet another per-
spective on the translation of the logic of Moss liftings. For any category of power
set algebras we can extend a presentation of T to a presentation of MT . Then,
from the previous result, we can obtain a translation of (MT ,/) into the logic of
Moss liftings.
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Combining Theorem 5.2.17 with Proposition 5.2.14 we obtain the following
important corollary.

Corollary 5.2.19. Every finitary coalgebraic logic for a Set endofunctor T can
be translated into the logic of all predicate liftings.

Proof. Write I1 for the carrier of the initial F%L algebra and I2 for the carrier
of the initial L-algebra. Let f : I1 "# I2 be the function in Diagram (5.12). As
shown in the proof of Theorem 5.2.17 f is onto, hence using the axiom of choice,
we can find a function tr : I2 "# I1 such that f 4 tr = idI2 ; this is the desired
translation. Indeed, since Diagram (5.12) commutes, we can check that for each
formula # $ I1, we have [[#]](! = [[tr(#)]](qP! for each coalgebra !.

In the particular case of the Moss logic this was already stated as Proposition
5.1.21.

Corollary 5.2.20 (Former Proposition 5.1.21). For every formula in MT there
exists an equivalent formula in KT . More explicitly, for every # $ MT there
exists * $ KT such that [[#]]MT

! = [[*]]KT
! for every coalgebra !.

The previous results are worth some annotations. Firstly, notice that they
generalize Theorem 4.4.9 because the argument works for any finitary category
of power set algebras and not just for BA. Secondly, notice that even though we
use the axiom of choice to define a translation, the embedding of L-algebras into
LT -algebras explicitly shows the “modalities” needed for the translation. The
moral of the story is that “nice” translations will come from “nice” presentations
of L. This was already seen in the case of Moss liftings.

5.3 Equational coalgebraic logic

In this section we illustrate the use of presentations of functors further by presenting
an equational axiomatization of the Moss logic. The idea is to use the Moss liftings
to translate the axiomatic system in [69]. In other words, we use the Moss liftings
to give a more standard algebraic face to the complete axiomatizations of the
Moss logic; this leads us to an equational coalgebraic modal logic.

5.3.1 An equational proof system for KT

In this section, we develop a proof systems for KT by translating the system for
the Moss logic in [69]. Since this system is sound and complete, our system will
be as well.
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Slim redistributions

Before presenting the system in [69] we should introduce the concept of slim re-
distribution. The reader might want to skip this section and refer to it when needed.

Slim redistributions play an important role in the completeness proof in [69].
Consequently, a good description of them using presentations of functors would
be a key pinion in our completeness result (Theorem 5.3.30). We begin with the
definition of base for an element in T (X).

Definition 5.3.1. Let T be a finitary Set-endofunctor and let t $ T (X). The
base of t is the smallest Y , such that Y ( X and t $ T (Y ). The base of an
element t $ T (X) is denoted by Base(t).

The base of an element exists because the functor is finitary [69].
We now introduce the concept of redistributions.

Definition 5.3.2. An element # $ T P(X) is a redistribution of a set T $ PT$(X)
if T ( !'#. More explicitly, this means that for each t $ T we have t T ($X)#.

A redistribution # is slim if # $ T$Pow$(
'

t!T Base(t)). The set of slim
redistributions of T is denoted by SRD(T ).

Remark 5.3.3. In [69] slim redistributions are only defined for finite subsets of
T P(X). The important property for a completeness proof is that the set of slim
redistributions of a finite set is finite, which follows from our definition.

Here is a first illustrative example.

Example 5.3.4. In the case of Pow, a set # $ PowP(X) is a slim redistribution
of a set T ( Pow(X) i!

'
T =

'
# and for every # $ # and t $ T we have

t ) # %= *.

The previous example illustrates that slim redistributions are in some sense
minimal covers. More explicitly, each t $ T is covered by #, i.e. t (

'
#.

Moreover, since t)# %= * for each # $ #, we can say that in fact # is a “minimal”
cover of all the elements of A. The following example, taken from [17], illustrates
this further.

Example 5.3.5. Let MPow be the Moss logic for Pow. A slim redistribution for
a set T $ PPow(MPow) arises semantically as follows. Fix a Pow-coalgebra (X, !)
and a state x0 $ X. Define, for any successor x of x0, the set #x := {t $

'
T |

x $ [[t]](X,!)}. Then let #x0 be the set {#x | x $ !(x0)}. It can now be shown that
x0 $ [[

<
{/t | t $ T}]] i! #x0 $ SRD(T ).

As a final example we describe redistributions for the distribution functor.
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Example 5.3.6. Recall Example 3.3.6. Fix # $ DP(X) and a set T $ PD(X).
Recall that # can be thought as a sequence (#j, qj)1"j"m for #j $ PX, qj $
[0, 1], qj > 0,m $ N. In similar fashion each t $ T can be seen as a sequence
(ti, pi)1"i"n for some ti $ X, pi $ [0, 1], pi > 0, n $ N. Now we can see that #
is a redistribution of T if for each t $ T there exists a matrix (rtij)1"i"n,1"j"m,
rij $ [0, 1] such that ti %$ #j , rtij = 0 and

%
i r

t
ij = qj and

%
j r

t
ij = pi. The

redistribution # would be slim if each #i is a finite set.

The system M

We now introduce the axiomatic system in [69] for the Moss Logic .

Notation. We recapitulate the notation that we have been/will be using. For an
arbitrary set X, we use #,* for subsets of X. The letter t denotes elements in
T (X). We write T for subsets of T (X). Finally, we use # and ' for the entities
in T Pow(X) or T P(X).

Definition 5.3.7 ([69]). Let (MT ,/) be Moss logic, over BA, for a weak-pullback
preserving functor T which preserves finite sets. Let 6M denote the semantic
consequence relation. The system M is given by the following axioms and rule on
top of a complete axiomatization for classical propositional logic

(/0) From tT (6M)t$ infer /t 6M /t$

(/1)
<
{/t | t $ T} 6M

;
{/T (

<
)# | # $ SRD(T )} .

(/2) /T (
;
)# 6M

;
{/t | t T ($)#}

where t and t$ denote elements in T$(M), T is a finite subset of T$(M), and # is
an object in T$Pow$(M).

The following remark addresses a discrepancy of our notation with that of [69].

Remark 5.3.8. In [69] the axioms and rule above are enumerated starting at
(/1), i.e. our (/0) is (/1) there. We justify this divergence because when we
move to an equational system the rule (/0) will be disappear because it will
correspond to congruence rule of algebraic logic which is always assumed in any
equational system.

Intuitively, (/1) pushes conjunctions down, (/2) distributes disjunctions over
the / and (/0) is a congruence rule stating monotonicity of /. Note that these
intuitions are not expressed in standard logical concepts, e.g. (/1) involves
applying T to the map

<
: Pow$(M) "# M and the congruence rule uses relation

lifting instead of simply substituting terms into operation symbols. A more
standard presentation can be obtained by moving from MT to KT , as we show in
the following. The main result from [69] is the soundness and completeness of the
system above. We refer to the original source for details.
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Remark 5.3.9. The axioms in Definition 5.3.7, i.e. (/1) and (/2), can be
replaced by equalities because the inequality from right to left always hold. With
this in mind, recall Remark 3.3.8, on page 61, about distributive laws. Notice
that Axiom (/2) expresses the commutativity of the rectangle there.

The following definition describes the coalgebraic modal logic associated with
M, we refer to [69] for more details.

Definition 5.3.10 ([69]). Let (M̄, /̄) be the Moss logic as in Definition 3.3.1.
The coalgebraic modal logic (M,/) associated with the system M is defined

as follows: The functor M : BA "# BA maps an algebra A to the the algebra
FT$U(A) quotiented by all evaluations of the axioms (/1) and (/2) in A, plus the
following version of (/0): All equations /t = /t ./t$ for each pair t, t$ $ T$(A)
such that tT (6A)t$, where 6A is the consequence relation of A, i.e. all pairs
a, a$ $ A such that a . a$ = a$.

The natural transformation / : MP "# PT is defined by extending /̄ : M̄P
"# PT to the quotient.

Now that we have introduced the system M, we would like to transfer the
axiomatisation to the logical system KT . In particular, we would like this axiom-
atization to be sound and complete. To this end, we will need a more careful
analysis of the representations of an element in T (X). This analysis is done in
the next section.

5.3.2 Well-based presentations

The base of an elment in T (X) plays a crucial role in the completeness proof of
the axiomatisation of MT in [69]. For everything to work we ought to give an
account of the base of an element in T (X) in terms of presentations. Roughly
speaking, for any finitary functor T and any t $ T (X) there is a smallest finite
set n 3# X such hat t $ T (n). This set n is the base of t. The following issue will
appear when we try to prove completeness of a translation of the system M. In
order to replace MT by KT smoothly, we need that if A%, EB is a presentation of T
and t $ T (X) has base n, then there is an n-ary operation symbol p $ %n, called
a basic operation, and an injective a $ Xn such that (p, a) represents t. Such
presentations will be called well-based and this section studies their properties.

We start with a technical result. The next proposition shows that in fact,
given (p, a) $ %n &Xn, we can assume a to be injective; this will come in handy
to simplify our proofs.

Proposition 5.3.11. Let A%, EB be the canonical presentation for a set functor
T . For each (p, a) $ T (n)&Xn, there exists (q, b) $ %(X) such that q(b) CT p(a)
and b is injective.
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Proof. Factor a : n "# X as follows:

n X!a

m

f
%
%
%%&

%
%
%&

b
'
'
''*

*

where f is onto and b is injective. Let q = T (f)(p), then by Proposition 5.1.9 we
conclude q(b) CT p(a).

The next example illustrates the construction above.

Example 5.3.12. To illustrate the construction in the previous proof, consider
the canonical presentation of List. The list [x, x] $ List(X) has a representative
[0, 1](x, x) $ List(2) & X2. We can factor it through 2 "# 1 to obtain the
representative [0, 0](x) $ List(1)&X1.

The previous example illustrates that an element t $ T (X) might have several
representations; some of which are redundant. The next definition will allow us to
avoid such redundancies.

Definition 5.3.13. Let A%, EB be a (standard) presentation for a functor T . We
define the category IElem(t) of injective representants of t $ T (X) as follows: The
objects of IElem(t) are given by

IElemo(t) =
?

n!N

{(p, a) $ %n &Xn | (p, a) represents t, a injective}.

A morphism f : (p, a) "# (q, b), where (p, a) $ T (n)&Xn and (q, b) $ T (m)&Xm,
is a function f : n "# m such that a = bf and T (f)(p) = q.

We call (p, a) a basic representant of t if (p, a) is initial in IElem(t), that is,
+(q, b) $ IElem(t) . -f : dom(a) "# dom(b) . T (f)(p) = q & a = bf . Notice that
f is unique since b is injective.

A presentation A%, EB is injective if IElemo(t) is inhabited for every t. It is
well-based if every t $ T (X) has a basic representative.

Every well based presentation is injective. The di!erence resides in that
in a well based presentation there is a minimal representant. Here are some
illustrations.

Example 5.3.14. 1. The standard presentation and the canonical presentation
for Pow are well based.

2. For the functor List, the usual presentation is given by the identity id :-
n<$ X

n "# List. This presentation is not well based as, for example, the
list [x, x] has no injective representative; in fact the only representant for
such list is the function 2 "# X with constant value x.
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Thus not all presentations are well-based; however, canonical presentation are
well based.

Proposition 5.3.15. Canonical presentations are well based.

Proof. Consider (p, a : m "# X), (q, b : n "# X) in IElem(t). Let (f : k "# m, g : k
"# n) be a pullback of a and b. Since T preserves weak pullbacks and it is
standard, the following diagram

T (m) T (X)!!
T (a)

T (k) T (n)!! T (g)

"

"

T (f)

"

"

T (b)

is in fact a pullback. Therefore there exists r $ T (k) such that T (f)(r) =
p, T (g)(r) = q.

Now let in the above be m the smallest number such that there is (p, a : m
"# X) with E(p, a) = t. Since b is injective so is f and then by the choice of m
we have that f must be iso. Hence we obtain g 4 f#1 : m "# n with a = b 4 g 4 f#1

and T (g 4 f#1)(p) = q, in fact this is the only function with those two properties.
In other words, every t $ T (X) is represented by a basic element in the canonical
presentation.

The next remark highlights a more general result.

Remark 5.3.16. We actually proved a stronger statement: A presentation A%, EB
is well-based if 1) it is injective, i.e. every t $ T (X) has a representative (p, a)
with a injective and 2) A%, EB is stable under pullbacks. Here we say that A%, EB
is stable under pullbacks if whenever

m X!
b

k n!b$

"

a$

"

a

is a pullback and p(a) CT q(b), and r $ T (k) is such that T (a$)(r) = q and
T (b$)(r) = p then r $ %k.

The next example illustrates basic representants.

Example 5.3.17. We consider canonical presentations.

1. For T = Pow, there is exactly one basic operation in each Pow(n), namely
the full set n.
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2. For T = List, the basic operations in List(n) are those lists that contain
all elements of n (note that there are infinitely many basic operations of
arity n for each n > 0). For example, [0, 0] is a basic operation of arity 1
and [0, 0](x) is the list we would usually write as [x, x]. Since List preserves
inclusions, we have that [0, 0] is also an operation of arity 2, but it is not a
basic operation of arity 2.

The next proposition shows that whether (p, a) is basic or not does not depend
on a.

Proposition 5.3.18. Let A%, EB be an injective (standard) presentation of T .
For an operation p $ %n, the following are equivalent.

1. There exists X and injective a : n "# X such that (p, a) is a basic represen-
tant.

2. (p, idn) is a basic representant.

3. (p, a) is a basic representant for all X and all injective a : n "# X.

Proof. We will prove (3),(1),(2),(3). The first implication is trivial.
For (1),(2), consider some set X and an injective a : n "# X such that

(p, a) is basic for A%, EB . We want to show that (p, idn) is basic. Suppose that
(q, b) $ T (m) & nm with injective b : m "# n represents the same element as
(p, idn), this element exists because A%, EB is injective. We want to find an arrow
f : n "# m such that b 4 f = idn and T (f)(p) = q. For this purpose notice that
(q, a 4 b) represents the same element as (p, a) because

E(q, a 4 b) = T (a 4 b)(q) (A%, EB is standard)
= T (a) 4 T (b)(q) (functoriality)

= T (a) 4 T (idn)(p) (assumption on (q, b))

= E(p, a). (A%, EB is standard)

Therefore since (p, a) is basic there is a function f : n "# m such that a 4 b 4 f = a
and T (f)(p) = q. This is the required arrow from (p, idn) to (q, b); it is unique
because (p, a) is basic, and b 4 f = idn because a is injective.

For (2),(3), assume (p, idn) is basic. We want to show (p, a) is also basic for
any injective a : n "# X. Suppose (q, b) $ T (m)&Xm with injective b : m "# X
represents the same element as (p, a). Let b$ : k "# n be the pullback of b along
a, let a$ be the pullback of a along b. Since T preserves weak-pullbacks and T is
standard, the following diagram

T (m) T (X)!
b

T (k) T (n)!b$

"
a$

"
a
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is a pullback. Since (p, a) and (q, b) represent the same element, by definition of
pullback, there is an element of r $ T (k) such that T (b$)(r) = p and T (a$)(r) = q.
Notice that (r, b$) represents the same element as (p, idn). Since the latter is basic
for A%, EB we have k = n and b$ iso. It follows that a$ 4 b$#1 is the arrow from
(p, a) to (q, b) required to show that (p, a) is basic.

Any two basic representations (p, a : n "# X), (q, b : m "# X) of an element
t $ T (X) are isomorphic in IElem(t). In particular, we have n = m, and the
functions a and b define the same subset Img(a) = Img(b) of X. This gives us a
description of Base (Definition 5.3.1) in terms of presentations.

Proposition 5.3.19. Let T be a finitary endofunctor on Set and let t $ T (X).
Consider the canonical presentation A%, EB for T and a basic representant for t.
Denote the representant by (p, a) and write Img(a) for the image of a. Then the
image of a is the base of t, i.e. Img(a) = Base(t).

The next remark summarises what we will need below for our soundness and
completeness results.

Remark 5.3.20. If a presentation A%, EB is well-based then for every X and
every t $ T (X) there exists (p, a) $ %n &Xn such that (i) (p, a) represents t and
(ii) Img(a) = Base(t).

A nice property to have is that when all operations are basic.

Definition 5.3.21. A presentation A%, EB is basic if all p $ %n are basic.

The next proposition shows that basic presentations are not rare.

Proposition 5.3.22. Every well-based presentation A%, EB contains a basic pre-
sentation A%$, E $B in the sense that for each n we have %$

n ( %n.

Proof. We take
%$

n = {p $ %n | p is basic}. (5.13)

The natural transformation

E $ :
,

%$
n & (")n "# T

is defined by restricting E to %$
n. To show that this gives a presentation we ought

to argue that E $ is onto. For this purpose pick t $ T (X) and let (q, b : k "# X) be
a representative of t. Since A%, EB is well-based we can assume that q is basic and
b is injective; but then, by definition, q $ %$

k. E
$ is well based by construction.

Example 5.3.23. If we apply the procedure described above to the canonical
presentation for Pow we obtain the standard presentation (see Example 5.1.2).
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5.3.3 A completeness proof

Now we can present the axiomatic system for KT . The idea is to translate the
system M (Definition 5.3.7) into the logic of Moss liftings. Our first step is to
describe redistributions in terms of presentations.

%lim redistributions

Using Lemma 5.1.10 we can present (slim) redistributions in terms of presentations.

Notation. Let A%, EB be a presentation of a functor T . We denote subsets of
%(X) with T but the elements of such set will be denoted by pairs (p, a). This is
to emphasise that (p, a) is a representant of an element in T (X).

Definition 5.3.24. Let A%, EB be a (standard) presentation of a functor T . A
%-redistribution of a set T ( %(X) is an element (q,*) $ %P(X), say (q,*) $
%n &P(X)n, such that: for each (p, a) $ T there exists k < ), r $ %k, b : k "# X
and # : k "# P(X) such that

r(b) CT p(a) . r(#) CT q(*) . (+i)(bi $ #i). (5.14)

Let |T | = {ai | (-p) ((p, a) $ T )}, i.e. the set of variables used in T . A %-
redistribution (q,*) is slim if (1) n 6 2|T | and (2)

'
i!n *i ( |T |. The set of slim

%-redistributions of T is denoted %RD(T ). Slim %-redistributions are also called
%lim redistributions.

We now explain the intuition behind %lim redistributions. Recall that given a
presentation A%, EB we can think of the elements (p, a) $ %n &Xn as algebraic
terms, in the algebraic language given by %, using variables {ai | i $ n}. With
this in mind, EX(p, a) is then an equivalence class of terms. A %-redistribution
of a set T ( %(X) is a term q(*) $ %P(X), i.e. a term that uses as variables
sets of variables in X, that allows us to rewrite each of the terms in T modulo
CT . Now such a redistribution will be slim if we do not need to use more than
2|T | sets to do this rewriting, condition (1), and we do not use variables that were
not present in |T |, condition (2). In case T preserves finite sets, “%lim” makes
sure that %RD(T ) is finite if T is finite. To see this recall that since we assume al
presentations to be standard, %n ( T (n), the set of n-ary operation is finite and
since T is finite so is |T |.

The next remark explains the di!erence between Slim and %lim redistributions.

Remark 5.3.25. To explain the di!erence between Slim and %lim consider the
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following diagram,

T (X) T ($X)#
T ("X)

%(X) %($X)#%("X)

"

EX

"

E!X

T (P(X))!
T ("P(X))

%(P(X))!%("P(X))

" "

EP(X)

(5.15)

This is Diagram (5.3) in Lemma 5.1.10 for the case R = $X . A %RD lives in the
upper row of this Diagram and has been defined so that it matches the notion of
redistribution in Definition 5.3.2 living in the lower row. More explicitly, if (q,*)
is %-redistribution of T F %(X) then EP(X)(q,*) is a redistribution of EX [T ].
Nevertheless, whereas the concept of a %-redistribution is a direct rewriting of
the concept of redistribution, the concept of %lim redistribution is not a direct
translation of the concept of Slim redistribution as in Definition 5.3.2. %lim
redistributions are more restrictive than Slim redistributions in the sense that they
impose a finite bound in the search space for redistributions; Slim redistributions
require a finite set but they do not provide an specific bound. The equivalence
of the two notions will be the key step to prove completeness. As expected such
equivalence relies on properties of the presentation. We will show that if the
presentation is well-based both notions coincide.

The next examples illustrate %-redistributions and %lim redistributions.

Example 5.3.26. Recall Example 5.1.8.

1. Consider the identity presentation of 1 + Id. The %-redistributions of a set
T ( 1 + X can be described in the following cases: i) If T = {:} then
then only redistribution is : itself, it is in fact slim. ii) If : /$ T then a
redistribution is any super set of T ; the only slim redistribution is T itself. iii)
In any other case, i.e. {:, x} ( T for some x $ X, the set of redistributions
is empty.

2. For the List presentation of Pow the redistributions of a set T ( List(X)
are all the lists ' = [*1, . . . ,*n] of subsets of P(X) such that for each
[a1, . . . , am] $ T we have {a1, . . . , am} (

'
*i. The redistribution ' is slim

if
'
*i ( {ai | a $ T} and n 6 2|{ai|a!T}|.

3. In the case of the canonical presentation of Pow, the redistributions of
a set T ( %(X) are the pairs (q,*) such that for each (p, a) $ T we
have {ai | i $ p} (

'
{*j | j $ q}. The redistribution ' is slim if'

*i ( {ai | a $ T} and n 6 2|{ai|a!T}|.

4. In the case of the canonical presentation for BN, the redistributions of a
set T ( %(X) are the pairs (p,*) $ BN(n) & P(X)n such that for each
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(p, a) $ T there exits a matrix (raij)1"i"n,1"j"m, such that ai %$ *j , raij = 0
and

%
i r

a
ij = qj and

%
j r

a
ij = pi.

The system KT

Now we can translate the axioms in Definition 5.3.7.
Using %lim redistributions we can translate (/1) as follows

(%1)
$

{0p(a) | (p, a) $ T} 6
#

{0q(
$

*) | (q,*) $ %RD(T )}.

where
<
* is short for (

<
*1 . . .

<
*n).

Axiom (%1) simplifies some, but not all aspects of (/1). In particular, it
does not replace the notion of a redistribution in the sense of [69] by something
fundamentally simpler: Recall that a %RD lives in the upper row of Diagram
(5.15), on page 125, and has the notion of SRD lives in the lower row. One way
to understand our axiomatisation in general, and Axiom (%1), and Equation
(5.14) in particular, is as an implementation of the axiomatisation in [69] using
lists. Indeed, given a set T as in (/1) or (%1), to apply the axiom we need a
join over a su"ciently large set of redistributions of T . Equation (5.14) tells us
how to compute this set using the equational theory CT . For such computational
purposes, one would not work with the canonical representation but rather with a
smaller one as e.g. given by List for the powerset in Example 5.1.2.

To translate (/2) we introduce the dual concept of redistributions.

Definition 5.3.27. Let A%, EB be a (standard) presentation of a functor T . A
coredistribution of an element (q,*) $ %P(X) is an element (p, a) $ %(X) such
that there exists k < ), r $ %k, b : k "# X and # : k "# PX such that

r(b) CT p(a) . r(#) CT q(*) . (+i)(bi $ #i).

with a injective. In other words, this means p(a)T ($X)q(*). The set of coredis-
tributions of (q,*) is denoted CRD(q,*).

Now (/2) can be written as follows:

(%2) 0q(
#

*) 6
#

{0p(a) | (p, a) $ CRD(q,*)}.

The next proposition gives su"cient conditions for the set of coredistributions
is finite.

Proposition 5.3.28. Let T be a finitary functor that preserves finite sets. Then
the set of coredistributions of an element (q,*) $ %P(X) is finite.
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Proof. In [69] it was proven that if T is finitary and preserve finite sets there are
at most finitely many t $ T (X) such that tT ($X)q(*). Since T preserves finite
sets and we assume presentation to be standard, there are only finitely many
operations of a given arity because %n ( T (n). Hence, since T is also finitary,
an element t $ T (X) has finitely many injective representants because the base
of t is finite. From all this we conclude that the set of coredistributions of (q,*)
should be finite.

One advantage of our equational axiomatisation is that the rule (/0) reduces
to the standard congruence rule of equational logic.

Definition 5.3.29. Let A%, EB be a presentation of T . The derivation system KT ,
or just K, is given by the equational logic for A%, EB and the axioms %1 and %2
on top of a complete equational axiomatization for classical propositional logic.
The semantic consequence relation is denoted by 6K.

In main result of this section is the soundness and completeness of the system:

Theorem 5.3.30. Let A%, EB be a well-based presentation of T$. The system KT
is sound and complete for the logic of Moss liftings (KT , 1E).

In order to prove this we need two lemmas relating SRD and T ($X) to %RD
and CRD, respectively.

Lemma 5.3.31. Let A%, EB be a well-based presentation and let T ( %(X) be
finite. For any # $ T P(X) the following conditions are equivalent:

1. # $ SRD(EX [T ]).

2. There exists (q,*) $ %RD(T ) such that EPX(q,*) = #.

In other words, slim redistributions and %-slim redistributions coincide for well-
based presentations.

Before proceeding to the proof recall (Remark 5.3.25) that %-redistributions
are just the inverse image of the set of redistributions (Definition 5.3.2) under E.
But %lim redistributions, are in principle, not a direct translation of the concept of
Slim redistribution. The lemma above shows that if the presentation is well-based
then the two notions coincide.

Proof. Since A%, EB is well based, we can assume that each (p, a) $ T is a basic
representative of E(p, a).

From (1) to (2): Let # be a Slim redistribution of EX(T ). We want to find a
a representant of # which is a %lim redistribution of T . Since A%, EB is well-based
# has a basic representant (q,*) $ %P(X); this is the representant we are looking
for.
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We now show that (q,*) is a %-redistribution of T . Since # is a redistribution
of EX [T ] we have EX [T ] ( !'#; this means that for each (p, a) $ T we have
E(p, a)T ($X)E(q,*). From this, by Lemma 5.1.10, there exists k < ), r $ %k,
b : k "# X and # : k "# P(X) such that

r(b) CT p(a) . r(#) CT q(*) . (+i)(bi $ #i). (5.16)

This just means that (q,*) is a %-redistribution of T .
We now show that (q,*) is in fact a %lim redistribution. Since # is a slim

redistribution of EX [T ] we have

# $ T$Pow$

B

C
?

(p,a)!T

Base(E(p, a))

D

E .

Since (q,*) is a representant of #, by definition, (q,*) $ %Pow$

@'
(p,a)!T Base(E(p, a))

A
.

This implies
+i $ dom(*) *i (

?

(p,a)!T

Base(E(p, a)).

Since (p, a) is basic we have Base(E(p, a)) = {ai | i $ dom(a)}. From this we
conclude ?

i!dom(/)

*i ( {ai | (p, a) $ T}

as required. It is only left to bound the arity of *, i.e. dom(*) 6 2|T |, but this
follows from the previous inclusion and the fact that * is injective because (q,*)
is basic.

From (2) to (1): Let (q,*) be a %lim redistribution of T . We want to show
that E(q,*) is a Slim redistribution of E[T ]. Let E(q,*) = #. Since (q,*) is
%-redistribution, by definition, # is a redistribution of EX [T ], see Remark 5.3.25.

Now we show that it is in fact a slim redistribution in the sense of Definition
5.3.2. Since (q,*) is a slim %-redistribution we have

'
i!dom(/) *i ( {ai | (p, a) $

T}; each *i is finite because T is finite. Since each (p, a) is a basic representant
the right hand side of the inclusion can be replaced by

'
(p,a)!T Base(E(p, a)),

then we can assume * to be a function as follows:

* : n "# Pow$

B

C
?

(p,a)!T

Base(E(p, a))

D

E

In other words, # is a slim redistribution of EX [T ].

In the case of coredistributions, using well based presentations, we have the
following result which is immediate from Lemma 5.1.10.
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Lemma 5.3.32. Let A%, EB be a well-based presentation and let (q,*) $ %PX.
For each t $ T (X) the following are equivalent:

1. t T ($X)EP(X)(q,*).

2. There exists (p, a) $ CRD(q,*) such that t = E(p, a).

Proof. Using Lemma 5.1.10 we can choose a representant (p, a) $ %(X) for t
satisfying the condition in Definition 5.3.27, i.e. an element (p, a) $ %(X) such
that EX(p, a) = t and there exists k < ), r $ %k, b : k "# X and # : k "# PX
such that

r(b) CT p(a) . r(#) CT q(*) . (+i)(bi $ #i).

Since the presentation is well based we can assume this representant to be basic, and
in particular we can assume a to be injective, then we have (p, a) $ CRD(q,*).

Now we can prove Theorem 5.3.30.

Proof Theorem 5.3.30. We first fix the notation for the logics that will appear in
the argument. (K̄T , 1̄E) is the logic of Moss liftings (Definition 5.1.15); (M̄, /̄) is
the Moss logic (Definition 3.3.4); (KT , 1E) is the logic of Moss liftings quotiented
by the system K (Definition 5.3.29); (M,/) is the Moss logics quotiented by the
system M (Definition 5.3.10). More explicitly, KT maps an algebra A to the
algebra K̄T (A) quotiented by the congruence generated by the system K, i.e. it
is the functor described in Proposition 5.2.9 where the equations are all those in
the system K; write 6K for the consequence relation of this system. Similarly, the
functor M maps and algebra A to the algebra M̄(A) = FTU(A) quotiented by
the congruence generated by the system M relativized to A, see Definition 5.3.10;
write 6M for the consequence relation this of system.

We want to show that the logic (KT , 1E) is complete. We will show this by
showing that each of the components of 1E is injective; hence, by Proposition
5.2.16, the logic is complete.

It was shown in [69] that the logic (M,/) is complete, hence, by Proposition
5.2.16, each of the components of the natural transformation / : MP "# PT
is injective. With this in mind, to prove that (1E)X : KT P (X) "# PT (X) is
injective it is enough to define a one-step translation . : (KT , 1E) "# (M,/) for
which each of its components is injective. From this, by definition, we will have
1E = / 4 . which will imply that (1E)X is injective.

Consider the following diagram of one step translations

(KT , 1E) (M,/)! !
.

(K̄T , 1̄E) (M̄, /̄)!.̄

""
qE

""
qM

(5.17)
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The vertical arrows are the respective quotients. The upper horizontal arrow is the
one-step translation from Moss liftings into the Moss logic, see Corollary 5.1.19
and Theorem 5.2.17. The dotted arrow below is the one step translations we need
to prove completeness. Since KT and M are quotients of K̄T and M̄ ; using the
systems K and M, respectively. To define . we prove that the derivation relations
6K and 6M are “equivalent”. The next claim makes this precise

Claim. If for each pair #,* $ K̄T (A) we have

# 6K * i! .̄(#) 6M .̄(*) (5.18)

the there is a one step translation . : (KT , 1E) "# (M,/), as in Diagram 5.17.
Moreover each of the components of . is injective.

Proof. We use the implication from left to right to define .. We the implication
from right to left to show that each of components is injective.

We now show how to define . : KT "# M . The A-component .A : KT (A) "#
M(A) maps an equivalence class qE(#) $ KT (A) to equivalence class qM (.̄(#)) $
M(A). We now show that this is well defined. Assume qE(#) = qE(*), this
means # 6K * and * 6K #. From this, by the implication from left to right
in Equation (5.18), we conclude .̄(#) 6M .̄(*) and .̄(*) 6M .̄(#). This means
qM (.̄(#)) = qM (.̄(*)). In other words, . is well defined; clearly the assignation is
natural.

By construction . : (KT , 1E) "# (M,/) is a one step translation.
We now show for each algebra A the component .A : KT (A) "# M(A) is

injective. Assume .(qE(#)) = .(qE(*)). By definition of . this equation means
qM(.̄(#)) = qM(.̄(*)). By definition of qM the previous equation says that
.̄(#) 6M .̄(*) and .̄(*) 6M .̄(#). By the implication from right to left in
Equation (5.18) we conclude # 6K * and * 6K #, this means qE(#) = qE(*). In
other words .A is injective.

This concludes the proof of the claim

We now proceed to prove Equation (5.18). We split the proof into two claims.

Claim. For each pair #,* $ K̄T (A), if # 6K * then .̄(#) 6M .̄(*)

Proof. The proof goes by induction on the complexity of the derivation # 6K *.
A derivation on this system is a chain of inequalities 6K where each of those is
either a boolean inequality valid on A, one of the axioms (%1) or (%2), or it s
derived from previous inqualities by substitution or transitivity rules.

Since .̄A : KT (A) "# M(A) is a homomorphism of boolean algebras it is
straightforward to show that the implication “if # 6K * then .̄(#) 6M .̄(*)”
holds for the case of the boolean axioms or the cases of the rules of substitution
and transitivity.
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It is only left to show the cases where # 6K * is an instance of the axioms
(%1) and (%2). The implication will follow if we show that these translate into
instances of the axioms (/1) and (/2), respectively.

We now that the axiom (%1) translates into an instance of (/1). The left
hand side of Axiom (%1) is translated as follows:

.̄
@$

{0p(a) | (p, a) $ T}
A
=

$
{.̄(0p(a)) | (p, a) $ T} (.̄ is a morphism in BA)

=
$

{/EA(p, a) | (p, a) $ T} (Definition .̄)

=
$

{/t | t $ EA[T ]}. (Definition EA[T ])

The last line has the shape of the left side of axiom (/1). Hence, it is now enough
to show that for the right hand side of (%1) we obtain

.̄
@#

{0q(
$

*) | (q,*) $ %RD(T )}
A
=

#
{/T (

$
)# |# $ SRD(EA[T ])}

This is done as follows

.̄
@#

{0q(
$

*) | (q,*) $ %RD(T )}
A
=

=
#

{.̄(0q(
$

*)) | (q,*) $ %RD(T )} (.̄ is a morphism in BA)

=
#

{/EA(q,
$

*) | (q,*) $ %RD(T )} ( Definition of .̄)

=
#

{/EA%(
$

)(q,*) | (q,*) $ %RD(T )} (Defininition %)

=
#

{/T (
$

)EP(A)(q,*) | (q,*) $ %RD(T )} (Naturality ofE)

=
#

{/T (
$

)# |# $ SRD(EA[T ])} (Lemma 5.3.31)

This concludes the case for (%1) as it shows that it is translated into an instance
of axiom (/1).

We now show that the axiom (%2) translates into an instance of the axiom
(/2). The left hand side of (%2) is translated into

.̄(0q(
#

*)) = /EX(q,
#

*) (Definition .̄)

= /EA%(
#

)(q,*) (Definition %)

= /T (
#

)EP(A)(q,*). (Naturality of E)

The last line is the left hand side of axiom (/2). Now it is enough to show
that the right hand side of axiom (%2) is

.̄
@#

{0p(a) | (p, a) $ CRD(q,*)}
A
=

#
{/t | t T ($X)EP(X)(q,*)}
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This is seen as follows:

.̄

1#
{0p(a) | (p, a) $ CRD(q,*)}

2
=

=
#

{.̄(0p(a)) | (p, a) $ CRD(q,*)} (.̄ is a Boolean morphism)

=
#

{/EA(p, a) | (p, a) $ CRD(q,*)} (Definition of .̄)

=
#

{/t | t T ($A)EP(A)(q,*)} (Lemma 5.3.32)

This concludes the the proof of the claim.

We now prove the implication from right to left.

Claim. For each pair #,* $ K̄T (A), if .̄(#) 6M .̄(*) then # 6K *.

Proof. The proof goes by induction on the complexity of the derivation .̄(#) 6M

.̄(*). A derivation on this system is a chain of inequalities 6M where each of
those is either an instance of a boolean inequality valid on A, an instance of the
rule (/0), an instance of the axioms (/1) and (/2), or is derived by previous
inqualities by substitution or transitivity rules.

For the axioms (/1) and (/2) we show that they are instances of translations
of the axioms (%1) and (%2), respectively.

For the axiom (/1), i.e.
<
{/t | t $ T} 6M

;
{/T (

<
)# | # $ SRD(T )}, for

each t $ T choose a representant (pt, at) of t, let Tr be the set of those representants.
From the work done defining . it is immediate that the inequality above is obtained
from

<
{0pt(at) | (pt, at) $ Tr} 6

;
{0q(

<
*) | (q,*) $ %RD(Tr)}, an instance of

axiom (%1), by applying .̄.
For the axiom (/2), i.e. /T (

;
)# 6M

;
{/t | t T ($)#}, choose a represen-

tant (q,*) of #. From the work done in the definition of . it is clear that this
inequality is obtained by translating 0q(

;
*) 6

;
{0p(a) | (p, a) $ CRD(q,*)}.

For an instance of rule (/0) we have the following situation. First recall
that for an n-ary Moss lifting 0p we have .̄(!p(a)) = /EA(p, a), where !p is
the modality associated with 0p, and E : % "# T is the natural transformation
associated with the presentation.

Since we assume .̄(#) 6M .̄(*) is an instance of (/0), we must have .̄(#) = /t
and .̄(*) = /t$ for some t, t$ $ T (A). Hence, since the component of E are onto,
there exists (p, a), (q, b) $ KT (A) such that # = !p(a) and * = !q(b). In
particular we observe that EA(p, a)T (6A)EA(q, b). From here, by Lemma 5.1.10,
there there exists k < ), r $ %k, a$ : k "# A, and b$ : k "# A such that
EA(r, a$) = EA(p, a), EA(r, b$) = EA(q, b), and (+i $ k)(a$i 6A b$i). The important
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observation here is that the inequalities a$i 6A b$i are inequalities in A hence by
substitution, in the system K, we obtain !r(a$) 6K !r(b$). From here we conclude

!p(a) '=T !r(a
$) 6K !r(b

$) '=T !q(b).

This finishes the case for (/0).

We now detail the inductive case where .̄(#) 6M .̄(*) has been deduced
by transitivity from .̄(#) 6M % and % 6M .̄(*), where % $ M(A). The key
observation here is that .̄A : KT (A) "# M(A) is onto, this holds because .̄A =
F (EU(A)) and since F is left adjoint it preserves coequalizers (surjections). Thus we
can assume % = .̄(%$). We can then apply inductive hypotheses to .̄(#) 6M .̄(%$)
and .̄(%$) 6M .̄(*) and obtain # 6K %$ and %$ 6K *. From here, by transitivity,
we conclude # 6K *.

This concludes the proof of the claim.

This concludes the proof of the theorem

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have illustrated various uses of presentations of functors. A key
development is the introduction of Moss liftings, Section 5.1.1. These predicate
liftings are distinguished among all predicate liftings because they are always
translatable into the Moss logic.

Using the structural properties of the base category and the presentation of the
logic of all predicate liftings, we proved a first representation theorem (Theorem
5.2.2) stating that any coalgebraic modal logic can be translated into the logic of
predicate liftings.

Presentations of functors over varieties, lead us to the concept of canonical
signature (Definition 5.2.5). Using these, we transmuted such observation into a
second representation theorem (Theorem 5.2.17) showing that every coalgebraic
modal logic is a rank 1 axiomatization of a a logic of predicate liftings.

We finished by using presentations of the functor of the Moss logic to develop a
sound and complete axiomatization of Moss liftings (Theorem 5.3.30). An impor-
tant technical development here was the introduction of well-based presentation
and basic operation Definition 5.3.13.

Presentations of functors as introduced here are related to the so-called analyt-
ical functors, introduced by A. Joyal [63]. Roughly speaking an analytic functor
is a quotient of a polynomial functor where we also consider permutations of
the operations. Perhaps we could use analytical functors to describe axiomatic
systems beyond rank-1. More research in the subject is needed.




